Depopulation
#1 Global Issue Since 1968
Part 7
Several days ago Makia Freeman posted an interesting report that deserves our
attention. Makia Freeman writes for ‘The Freedom Articles’ web page, and is often on
top of anything related to this fraud scamdemic and how it is being exploited to bring on
the World Economic Forum’s so-called 4th Industrial Revelation. Her clarity and sharp
thinking helps us to understand how humanity is being deceived.
I share her report posted on November 1st, 2020, and written back on October 21, 2020.
The title of the piece is: BIOWEAPONS / CORONAVIRUS NWO 16 Glaring Parallels
Between the 9/11 and COVID Ops
AT A GLANCE…
 THE STORY: There are numerous striking 9/11 COVID similarities, ranging from
before the operation/event happened (foreknowledge) to how it was covered up
afterwards.
 THE IMPLICATIONS: Ops like 9/11 and COVID are psychological in nature. We
can discern the pattern of manipulation if we pay attention, and thus become
immune to it.
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Take a close look at the 9/11 COVID similarities; there are glaring parallels between
these 2 operations, both of which involve psychological and ritualistic trauma.
There are numerous 9/11 COVID similarities to be seen and understood as the world
goes ever deeper into Operation Coronavirus. Many nations around the world,
including Canada and Australia, are making moves to roll out the next phase of the
operation, which involves digital identities, biometrics and digital vaccine certificates (or
immunity passports), just as Bill Gates foretold all those months ago. It is imperative
that we all understand that this is a far-reaching operation or live exercise designed to
fundamentally transform society in alignment with the goals of the New World Order
(NWO). By comparing the current COVID op to the 9/11 op, we can discern the patterns
and become wiser to the agenda, for there is a certain way that evil hijacks good. Below
is a list of 16 different 9/11 COVID similarities that I have noticed, however there may
well be many more.
1. MSM and Governments Amp Up the Fear with Incessant Coverage and
Propaganda
The MSM (Mainstream Media) has barely focused on anything other than COVID since
March, with the purpose of almost all the ‘news’ being to scare the living daylights out of
people and render them into docile submission. Many of the initial projections turned out
to be completely and utterly wrong. The Gates-owned WHO (World Health
Organization) predicted the IFR (Infection Fatality Rate) would be 3.4%, when later a
Stanford University study and the CDC put it at more like 0.1 – 0.26%; the Gates-funded
Imperial College predicted 2 million American would die when actually only around
225,000 have so far (and those official statistics are embarrassingly fake due to COVID
death certificate fraud). Likewise, in the aftermath of 9/11, there was unending
propaganda about how freedom itself was under attack by radical Islamic terrorism.
People were first traumatized and then besieged with a slew of misinformation which
disguised the true conspirators, shifted attention to fictitious enemies and fostered the
desire in people to want to be saved (the basis for increased governmental control).
One of the interesting 9/11 COVID similarities is the color-coded threat chart.
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2. Governmental Reaction Kills Way More People than the Event Itself
In both cases, the governmental reaction is worse than the supposed threat itself, just
as in Western Medicine, where frequently the cure is worse than the disease. Chemo,
anyone? The official narrative of 9/11 tells us that around 3,000 Americans died from
the event, however the 9/11 spawned the War on Terror, under whose auspices the US
invaded Iraq, Afghanistan and later many other Middle Eastern nations, killing at least 1
million people in Iraq alone. When Operation Coronavirus began, we were told to lock
down for 2 weeks to ‘flatten the curve’ however here we are 7+ months later and people
are still walking around wearing masks and not getting too close. Meanwhile, the result
of governmental lockdown policies has been increased stress, anxiety, depression,
joblessness, poverty, crime and suicide. Many people and organizations
(here, here and here) have predicted the lockdown will kill more people than it has
supposedly saved.
3. No Investigation of Coincidences
The 9/11 false flag op was characterized by a stunning series of coincidences which
were never investigated and which the authorities swept under the rug, such as
passports magically surviving office fires and falling to the ground intact, a building
crumbling of its own accord 8+ hours after planes had hit nearby buildings (but not it)
and fighter jets failing to be scrambled from the nearest base. In the COVID op, it was
quite an astonishing coincidence that Fauci via the NIH funded Chinese virology labs in
Wuhan to the tune of $7.4 million (2 lots of $3.7 million) for gain of function research,
or in plain English, weaponization of virus research. It was also rather coincidental
that the US Military, Bill Gates and other NWO organizations and people were planning
for this exact scenario years before it happened.
4. Introduction of a Fundamental New Paradigm (War on Terror vs. War on
Bioterror)
As I covered in my March 2020 article The New War on Bioterror: Everyone is a
Suspected or Asymptomatic Carrier, we are being steadily indoctrinated into a new
paradigm of biosecurity, whereby the authorities hope to advance their agenda of
control by appealing to the need for public safety against a new enemy. In the post-9/11
world, there was the War on Terror and the concocted enemy was bin Laden and
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radical Islamic terrorists; in the post-COVID world, there’s the War on Bioterror and the
concocted enemy is an invisible virus. In both cases, we were told the enemy could be
lurking anywhere and everywhere, and only increased governmental surveillance and
control could save us.
5. 9/11 COVID Similarities: False Official Narratives
In both operations, the official narrative has more holes than a piece of Swiss cheese. In
the 9/11 op, we were supposed to believe the terrorists managed to fly planes into
buildings with such skill using maneuvers that even experienced pilots could not
manage, while the laws of physics were suspended that day as jet fuel magically burnt
through concrete and steel, despite the fact that jet fuel doesn’t have a high enough
burning point to do so. In the COVID op, we are supposed to believe that the virus is
literally everywhere, can be transmitted via cash, can live on surfaces of days or weeks
and thrives on asymptomatic transmission when no other known virus has ever done
so.
6. Foreknowledge
Why did BBC report Building 7 had fallen 30 minutes before it actually did? Why did San
Francisco mayor Willie Brown and author Salmon Rushdie both get calls
beforehand telling them not to board planes going to NYC? Why did the Chinese
Government run a drill for a coronavirus outbreak 30 days before the Wuhan Military
Games? Why did the US Government run or pass so many simulations, drills and laws
that planned for the coronavirus?
7. Event Preceded by Exercises/Drills that “Went Live” or Eerily Mimicked What
Later Happened
According to Kevin Ryan, NORAD practiced 28 hijacked events within 2 years of 9/11, 6
of which focused on hijackings within US and 1 which practiced interception of hijacked
planes headed for the UN building in New York City. Webster Tarpley researched that
there were 46 drills and exercises taking place on the day of 9/11! Meanwhile in
Operation Coronavirus, in addition to things such as Dark Winter (2001), Atlantic Storm
(2005), Clade X (2018), Crimson Contagion (2019), there was the now infamous Event
201 (October 2019) which simulated an actual coronavirus outbreak that comes from
Brazil and enters the US to infect millions (see above link on simulations, drills and
laws).
8. Insider Trading
9/11 was marked by massive amounts of insider trading. This study Initiation of the 9-11
Operation, with Evidence of Insider Trading Beforehand does a good job of exposing
the details. Meanwhile before COVID struck the US, there were many politicians
(especially senators) who bought or sold stock before the US economy crashed.
9. Suspicious Benefits to a Powerful Few
Isn’t it interesting how the big players seem to benefit the most from these catastrophes
and crises? During 9/11, Halliburton, defense contractors, oil and gas companies and
others invested in Iraq/Afghanistan to make a killing. During COVID, we learnt that
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certain billionaires increased their wealth by a whopping 27%. In both cases, the rich
and powerful got more rich and powerful.
10. Intel Agency Control of Information
Manufactured crises like 9/11 and COVID open the door for private corporations linked
to the MIC (Military Intelligence Complex) to gain a foothold in terms of greater access
to our data. 9/11 was good business for surveillance companies; Peter Thiel’s CIAinitiated company Palantir manages the databases used by the CDC (in the US) and the
NHS (in the UK) that are the basis of COVID decision-making.
11. 9/11 COVID Similarities: A Fictitious, All-Powerful and Elusive Enemy
Think about it for a minute: Al-Qaeda and SARS-CoV-2 can rarely be seen, can’t be
easily stopped (or stopped at all), require great amount of time, money and focus to be
defeated (more of the war mentality), and are a completely new kind of enemy
(asymmetrical warfare and asymptomatic transmission). We were told that other human
coronaviruses behave in a seasonal, highly predictable manner, but not SARS-CoV-2. It
was somehow different. The FBI never formally charged bin Laden; meanwhile he
looked different in every fake video they released. Bin Laden seemed to have more
lives than the proverbial cat but in the end we were told to just believe that they had
killed him and thrown his body away at sea; there was never any proof. Several alleged
Middle Eastern hijackers turned up alive elsewhere. Compare these fictitious enemies
to a virus has never been isolated and purified.
12. Junk Science
For the most part, science has sadly become a tool for moneyed interests to push their
agenda. He who pays the piper calls the tune. There are many intellectual prostitutes in
white coats who will find any result they are paid to find. Both operations are marked by
junk or fraudulent science. In the case of 9/11, there is all the chicanery around the fall
of all 3 buildings in NYC including the cover-up by NIST which was well exposed earlier
this year in the University of Alaska Fairbanks study, A Structural Reevaluation of the
Collapse of World Trade Center 7. Professional architects, engineers and pilots have all
declared that the official 9/11 narrative is not scientifically sound and in defiance of the
laws of physics. Likewise, the official COVID narrative has thoroughly abused science
by exploiting people’s ignorance of the nature of a virus and the nature of contagion and
disease. It also used hyped and falsified numbers under the rubric of science to scare
people, offered financial incentives for doctors and hospitals to inflate COVID
cases/deaths, not to mention used the key deception of with the virus vs. from the
virus to obfuscate the real cause of death in millions of people.
13. Censorship of Dissent
Another of the 9/11 COVID similarities is that both were marked by censorship or the
suppression of evidence. In the COVID op, Google-owned YouTube has been deleting
channels left, right and center, with CEO Susan Wojcicki announcing at one point that
she would not allow any content with information contrary to the Gates-owned WHO! In
the 9/11 op, the MSM carefully selected whom they wanted to interview, and heroes like
William Rodriguez were initially welcomed but brushed aside when they refused to
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follow the script. Compare George Bush Jr.’s “Let us never tolerate outrageous
conspiracy theories concerning the attacks of September the 11th” with the current
propaganda that “You’re killing Grandma” if you step outside without a mask.
14. Denunciation of Deniers
The word denier has become something of a weaponized term in the last decade, been
thrown against those who refuse to believe in certain narratives (e.g. climate change
denier or climate denier for those who don’t buy the manmade global warming story). At
the end of WW2, Hermann Goering admitted the game plan of leaders in any
country: “Why of course the people don’t want war! … Naturally the common people
don’t want war: neither in Russia, nor in England, nor for that matter in Germany. That is
understood … [but] the people can always be brought to the bidding of the leaders. That
is easy. All you have to do is tell them they are being attacked, and denounce the peace
makers for lack of patriotism and exposing the country to danger. It works the same in
any country.” Another of the great 9/11 COVID similarities is the denunciation of
deniers, the denunciation of anyone not following the governmental official narrative. In
9/11, it went something like this (“You’re unpatriotic and un-American if you don’t hate
Al Qaeda and bin Laden”) while in COVID, it’s goes something like this (“You’re selfish
and you’re endangering the community if you protest, don’t socially distance and don’t
wear a mask”).
15. Introduction of a New Layer of Security State Bureaucracy
In both cases, a whole new layer of security state bureaucracy was introduced. In the
9/11 op, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) was created. In just a few years,
this federal department quickly grew into one of the largest federal agencies, taking in
tens of billions of taxpayer dollars each year ever since. The term “Homeland” hardly
existed in the US before that. The DHS also spawned the infamous TSA, notorious for
the 2-pronged option it gives travelers: radiation or molestation. Meanwhile, the COVID
op has yet to spawn a new US federal agency; however it is undeniable that the pretext
of COVID has given government’s massive power to penetrate deeply into our lives.
16. Psychological and Ritualistic Trauma
The 9/11 op was very ritualistic; 2 small examples are the numerology (911 is the
number to call in the US when there’s an emergency) and the echoes of Freemasonry
(the WTC Twin Towers representing the Twin Pillars of Boaz and Joachim). Likewise,
as I covered in the article Exposing the Occult Corona-Initiation Ritual, the entire length
and breadth of Operation Coronavirus is steeped in ritual, including phases such as
Lockdown and Quarantine (isolation), Rejection (hand-washing), Mask-Wearing
(censorship, submission, dehumanization, reinforcing a false idea of danger, alternate
persona) and Social Distancing (the New Normal). The 9/11 COVID similarities are
striking, since in both cases the idea is to traumatize the public through fear, separate
them from customary modes of functioning and break them down so they will accept a
new way of being.
Final Thoughts on 9/11 COVID Similarities
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To understand these 2 massive psychological operations is to understand the way
the NWO Agenda advances in our world. There is a distinctive pattern to the
darkness/unconsciousness in the way it deceives, betrays, tricks, distracts, obfuscates
and manipulates. Ultimately, we know the endgame is to put people into such states of
anxiety, stress and fear that they will accept any level of state security, corporatocratic
surveillance, invasion of privacy and violation of their sovereign, unalienable, inherent,
God-given rights. My hope is that articles such as these shine a light on the darkness
and bring it to the surface to be exposed, so that the deception is no longer effective.
The power of these false flag events and psy ops lies in their capacity to manipulate
perception; once an awakened populace sees through it, their power evaporates.
https://thefreedomarticles.com/9-11-covid-similarities-16-glaring-parallels/
Makia Freeman is very perceptive of how our own government conducts psychological
operations against its own people. It operates these as multi-dimensional black ops as
false flags, Beta tests to evaluate the outcome, even going so far as to monitor an
operation’s ability to maintain secrecy among a cabal of actors on a great variety of
related objectives. Covid-19 will go down as one of those events I suspect the majority
of people will never fully grasp what was taking place.
What I am going to share will help the reader put into perspective what Makia Freeman
has highlighted for the reader. I have written three articles on how the CIA does not
represent the interests of the U.S.A., but rather represents the Jesuit-controlled Vatican
and the Roman Catholic Institution. The U.S. Republic has been used by the JesuitVatican to do its dirty work as far back as the Vietnam War and for decades the U.S.
has fulfilled a role in the Biblical entity referred to as “Mystery, Babylon the Great”. A
few years ago I did a 25-part series on “The Beast Empire”. It is archived at
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/115
Mystery Babylon permeates the world we live in, but is manifested through the three
city-states of London, UK; Rome, Italy; and Washington, DC. The three “sovereigns”
are used by Lucifer to bring on the Antichrist system which will be located in Israel. This
is self-evident from Scripture because the Antichrist will rebuild the third temple in
Jerusalem. The U.S. is history, as the rest of this article will reveal why all of this is
happening. An inescapable truth is that Jesuits have played major roles in the U.S.
during the past 200 years of our nation’s history!
On September 11, 2001 Donald Rumsfeld who was Jesuit-educated from Georgetown
ran the Department of Defense as Secretary of Defense, George Tenet who was also
Jesuit-educated from Georgetown ran the Central Intelligence Agency, and Michael
Copps who was a Jesuit professor at Loyola University of New Orleans ran the Federal
Communications Commission which regulates all broadcasting inside of the United
States.
The US armed forces, CIA, and FCC were all under the supervision of Jesuit alumni
and professors. Just a coincidence? Believe it if you want, but I have an entirely
different view on this and encourage you to read what I have discovered over the years.
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The Bush family is former German nobility working under the British-German House of
Windsor. George W Bush and George HW Bush were educated at the British Crown
established Yale University and George HW Bush was knighted by the House of
Windsor’s Order of the Bath.
The real theft on 9/11 goes back to Franklin D Roosevelt and his Executive Order 6102
which criminalized the ownership of gold in the United States and demanded all gold to
be handed in under the threat of fines and imprisonment. This gold was covertly held
underneath the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
Executive Order 6102, signed by President Roosevelt, ordered the confiscation of all
private gold at $20.67 an ounce. The next year gold was revalued at $35.00 an ounce.
It was called the Great Gold Robbery of 1933. The vast hoard of gold confiscated by
Roosevelt was melted down, turned into ingots, and then shipped to the Rothschild’s
BIS (Bank for International Settlements) in Basel, Switzerland and its partner the
Vatican Bank. Few know that The Vatican’s ownership of the BIS can be traced
through the Rothschild’s $500 trillion dynasty. The Vatican commissioned the House of
Rothschild to be their “Fiduciary Agent” in 1823-24, making them partners in crime. A
“Fiduciary” function is to be the “Power of Attorney” with full legal rights and
responsibilities to enhance the Vatican’s assets.
This is where my being a history major becomes valuable in this picture. At the time of
the suppression of the Knights Templar, Switzerland, like Portugal and Spain, didn't
even exist as a nation. It was a small Canton (state) called Schwyz, and was part of the
Austrian Hapsburg Empire, ruled by Duke Leopold I.
The fabulously wealthy Knights Templar were the bankers for the king of France. The
king acted secretly and decisively, but unfortunately, they managed to transfer all of
their gold and silver to a small Alpine canton called Schwyz. That was the foundation of
the super secretive nation called Switzerland. Switzerland’s “neutral” status is all about
preserving and protecting wealth from taxes! I was curious about Swiss neutrality
during the great wars and as a junior in high school my interest was never answered by
my history teacher.
Before the arrival of the Templars, the Swiss were just farmers and milk cow herd
keepers, with no military skills whatsoever. Reinforced by the Knights, the Swiss won a
decisive victory over the forces of Duke Leopold I. That was the beginning of a long
struggle to gain independence from Austria.
In May 1527, Emperor Charles V ordered his troops to capture Roma because Pope
Clement VII was about to grant a divorce to King Henry VIII. Aged cardinals and even
nuns were raped and killed by the brutal mercenaries. The Swiss Guard fought the
invaders valiantly, and as a result, they became the Pope's personal bodyguard.
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Pope Francis surrounded by the Swiss Guard.
The Swiss Guard, like their Knights Templar ancestors, are very proficient in the use of
all kinds of weapons. John Paul II was the only Pope to die as the result of gunshot
wounds. Not one Swiss Guard is a food or drink taster. Poison in the communion cup of
Borgia or the host has been the preferred methods of getting rid of recalcitrant Popes.
Switzerland used New World gold to finance the Third Reich!
New World gold and silver financed the vast Knights Templar building program. New
World gold and silver financed the Spanish Empire, and New World gold financed Adolf
Hitler and the Nazi Party.
Immediately after his inauguration as President, FDR confiscated all the gold belonging
to U.S. citizens. Most of that gold came from California. Franklin D. Roosevelt was a
banker himself.
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The penalty for non-compliance was a $10,000 fine, and/or 10 years in jail, plus
confiscation of gold forfeited to the government. The wheelchair bound Roosevelt was
just as much a dictator as Churchill, Hitler, and Stalin. Roosevelt ended up in a
wheelchair when his wife Eleanor asked her friend Louis Howe to cure her husband of
adultery!!
In the course of unpacking Franklin's luggage, Eleanor discovered a neatly bound
packet of love letters from Lucy Mercer. "The bottom dropped out of my world," Eleanor
remembered. "I faced myself, my surroundings, my world, honestly for the first time.”
(Smith, FDR, pg.160).
When the affair became known, Lucy said that her Church would not allow her to marry
a divorced man, and Eleanor knew that a divorce would ruin his chances of ever
reaching the White House.
A compromise was reached when Franklin promised that he would stop seeing Lucy.
However, the callous Franklin continued the affair clandestinely. It was at that critical
juncture that a "friend" of the family named Louis Howe came to the rescue and
promised Eleanor that he would cure her husband of adultery. Louis Howe was a close
"friend" of the Roosevelts. He was also a deadly MI6 agent and his cover was
newspaper reporter for the ‘New York Tribune’.
Howe's father-in-law, Dr. James W. Hartley from England, agreed to help Eleanor and
Howe cure FDR of adultery. The "cure" was drastic and involved paralyzing Roosevelt
from the waist down. From that day onward, FDR was confined to a wheelchair and he
was totally dependent on Eleanor and Louis Howe. Howe encouraged Franklin to
resume his political career and to seek the Presidency as if nothing had happened.
Thanks to the Federal Reserve and the Bank of England engineered Great Depression,
FDR was elected President in 1932.
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FDR was totally dependent on the Secret Service and his aides to keep the secret of his
handicap. FDR wore special long pants to hide his leg braces, but Churchill was not
fooled, because his own MI6 agents gave him infantile paralysis or "polio." Had
Roosevelt found out that the British made him a cripple that would have been the end of
the "special relationship
Roosevelt's first act as president was to deal with the country's banking crisis. Since the
beginning of the depression, a fifth of all banks had been forced to close. Already 389
banks had shut their doors since the beginning of the year. As a consequence, around
15% of people's life-savings had been lost. Banking was at the point of collapse. In 47
of the 48 states banks were either closed or working under tight restrictions. To buy time
to seek a solution Roosevelt declared a four-day bank holiday. It has been claimed that
the term "bank holiday" was used to seem festive and liberating. The real point - the
account holders could not use their money or get credit - was obscured.
Edomite Henry J. Morgenthau was the architect of the Great Gold Robbery. He worked
closely with Hjamar Schacht (Reichbank), Benjamin Strong (U.S. Federal Reserve),
Montagu Norman (Bank of England), and Charles Rist (Bank of France).

Hitler, laughing all the way to the BIS, was
proclaimed Führer on January 30, 1933.
The innocuous looking HQ of the BIS
in Basel, Switzerland, until 1977.
You can always follow the money trail to the scene of the crime. Nothing in this world
happens without money, and war is the most expensive business of all. When you see
the Red Cross flag always think "Knights Templar."
From the very beginning, Bernard Tescelin de Fontaine insisted on absolute secrecy for
his new "fighting monks." That secrecy was carried over by the Knights that founded
Switzerland.
The BIS is the TOP SECRET bank that runs the world, and they don't publish an annual
report. Those banksters are the spiritual descendants of the corrupt moneychangers
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that Jesus Christ drove from the Temple with a whip. In the "most unkindest cut of all,"
those "fighting monks" took a vow of POVERTY.
The Knights Templar morphed into Masons around the time of the American Revolution!
History does repeat itself in many remarkable ways. In 1773, the long-reigning King
Louis XV ordered Pope Clement XIV to suppress the Jesuits. At first the Pope feared for
his life, but eventually he took the fateful step, and abolished the Order forever.

Above: The present day Bank of International Settlements [Rothschild’s Bank] Note
the building’s unusual design shape of a circle. Note the similarity with the Vatican
Bank in Vatican City on the next page, with the Swiss Guards in formation. The
similarity seems rather odd to me.
In 1773, the Jesuits were suppressed by order of King Louis XV and Pope Clement XIV.
The Jesuits were just warmed-over Knights Templar. Like the Templar Grand Master,
their general was elected for life, and like the Templars, they simply went underground
and morphed into what are known as the Freemasons. The king was poisoned the
following year, and Pope Clement underwent a horrifying, painful death by poison.
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Pressured by the royal courts of Portugal, France and Spain, Pope Clement XIV
suppressed the Society, causing Jesuits throughout the world to renounce their vows
and go into exile. Pope Pius VII, a Benedictine; restored the Society on August 7, 1814.
The Society of Jesus was 233 years old when Pope Clement XIV bowed to pressure
from the monarchs of Europe and suppressed the Order in 1773. When Pope Pius VII
restored the Society 41 years later in 1814, the Jesuits found themselves in a
dramatically changed world.

A Papal decoration was bestowed upon Kalman Rothschild by Pope Gregory XVI for
loaning the Vatican five million pounds during a period of financial difficulty. The
Rothschild’s have been the “Fiduciary Agents” for the Vatican since 1823-1824. [A
relationship made in Hell]. With Vatican interests at heart, the Rothschild’s expanded
their financial and political dominion into the coming New World Order. It is seldom
recognized that the Rothschild Dynasty (the richest family on earth) is the guardian of
the Vatican Treasury which includes the Imperial Treasury of Rome. Although they
themselves are believed to be Jewish, they are in actuality Jesuit-controlled. In 18231824 the Rothschild’s were commissioned by the Vatican to be its “Fiduciary Agents”.
The Red Shield used by the Papacy armies became symbolic of the victorious Church.
The Council of Trent openly preferred the Jesuit Order (a military order) above all other
Catholic Orders. Rothschild is German for “red shield”. Their facade is ingenious and
cleverly disguised. Who would ever look into the finances of an Orthodox Jewish family
(in appearance) for managing the financial dealings of the Jesuits?
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With all their skill in the use of firearms, the Swiss Guard did not save Pope Clement
from poison. Very soon after the assassination of the king, the American Revolution
began. Benjamin Franklin, George Washington, and Thomas Jefferson were all
Masons.

The BIS was founded in 1930. It was ostensibly set up as part of the Young Plan to
administer German reparations payments for the First World War. The bank’s key
architects were Montagu Norman, who was the governor of the Bank of England, and
Hjalmar Schacht, the president of the Reichsbank who described the BIS as “my” bank.
The BIS’s founding members were the central banks of Britain, France, Germany, Italy,
Belgium, and a consortium of Japanese banks. Shares were also offered to the Federal
Reserve, but the United States, suspicious of anything that might infringe on its national
sovereignty, refused its allocation. Instead a consortium of commercial banks took up
the shares: J. P. Morgan, the First National Bank of New York, and the First National
Bank of Chicago.
The U.S. has been bankrupt since March 9, 1933. The United States went "Bankrupt"
in 1933 and was declared so by President Roosevelt by Executive Orders 6073, 6102,
6111 and Executive Order 6260, [See: Senate Report 93-549, pgs. 187 & 594 under
the "Trading With The Enemy Act" [Sixty-Fifth Congress, Sess. I, Chs. 105, 106,
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October 6, 1917], and as codified at 12 U .S.C.A. 95a. The several States of the Union
then pledged the faith and credit thereof to the aid of the National Government, and
formed numerous socialist committees, such as the "Council Of State Governments,"
"Social Security Administration" etc., to purportedly deal with the economic
"Emergency." These Organizations operated under the "Declaration Of
INTERdependence" of January 22, 1933, and published some of their activities in ‘’The
Book Of The States.’ The 1937 Edition of The Book of The States openly declared that
the people engaged in such activities as the Farming/Husbandry Industry had been
reduced to mere feudal "Tenants" on their Land. [Book Of The States, 1937, pg. 155]
This of course was compounded by such activities as price fixing wheat and grains [7
U.S.C.A. 1903], quota regulation I7 U.S.C.A. 1371], and livestock products [7 U.S.C.A.
1903], which have been held consistently below the costs of production; interest on
loans and inflation of the paper "Bills of Credit"; leaving the food producers and others in
a state of peonage and involuntary servitude, constituting the taking of private property,
for the benefit and use of others, without just compensation.

On 9/11 William Joseph McDonough was President of the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York and was Jesuit-educated from Georgetown and he oversaw this theft. After
9/11 the gold was removed from the FRBNY under the disguise of ground zero debris.
The gold was then shipped out through the Jersey ports and sent to London and Rome.
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The DeCavalcante crime family of Elizabeth, NJ were covertly running the ports in
Elizabeth, NJ.
It was mafia connected companies that got the contracts with the Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey to clean up the debris after 9/11. Anthony Fontanetta and Mark
Jakubek were executives at the Port Authority and found guilty of racketeering and
bribery involving millions in stolen cash from federal aid for ground zero clean up.
About 19 others plead guilty as well in this racketeering. The port authority has a history
with organized crime however on 9/11 the Port Authority’s records were destroyed
because they were located in Tower 7. Owners of the construction company Peter
Scalamandre & Sons were convicted of paying off members of the Lucchese crime
family for labor racketeering prior to 9/11. Peter Scalamandre & Sons was later shut
down working as sub-contractors during the ground zero clean up. The major clean up
companies used smaller contractors to carry out much of the work. Many of the smaller
contractors like Peter Scalamandre & Sons were connected with the Italian Mafia.
The major companies for the 9/11 clean up were the London AMEC subsidiary AMEC
Construction, Bovis Lend Lease, Tully Construction and Turner Construction being
funded with over $450 million for cleanup. These larger companies used smaller subcontractors and many of these companies were tied with the Five Families and their
associates.
The sub-contractors payments were in the range of $60 million of that $450 million in
clean up aid. It is believed that about $63 million went to mafia connected construction
and clean up companies. Salvatore Carucci is believed to be a Lucchese associate and
is the owner of Seasons Contracting which received over $26 million for his company’s
cleanup work. Allen Monchik who has been convicted of fraud worked as a consultant
making calls hours after 9/11 to the port authority, asbestos companies and to mafia
associates like former Lucchese boss Louis Daidone and mafia associate Noel Modica.
The District Attorney’s investigators tracked these calls while investigating corruption
involved with these asbestos companies. The Italian Mafia are known for having deep
involvement at the Jersey ports and associates in the New York and New Jersey Port
Authority.
Franklin D Roosevelt was educated at the British Crown established Harvard University
and was a 33rd Degree Shriner Freemason. Rudy Giuliani was knighted by both the
Italian House of Savoy and the British House of Windsor and was completely in on 9/11.
To be knighted at the British House of Windsor it is because of your loyalty to the
Queen and the Crown!
The 9/11 gold heist was a long term premeditated scheme carried out by the Black
Nobility of Rome and British Nobility which are covertly working together. Both of these
groups are closely working with the House of Saud which they used as their scapegoat
and in return provided the Saudi royal family with a portion of the stolen gold and
business dealings in Europe and the United States.
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When these imperialists are ready to destroy the empire they take back all the gold. In
ancient times they would increase the value of gold so that the coins would become
paper thin. The demolition of the Twin Towers and Tower 7 were planned before the
towers were built. The owner of the Word Trade Center buildings Larry Silverstein
carried out a multi-billion dollar insurance fraud on the demolished towers. They
constructed the buildings with inner core supports different from other buildings which
enabled the towers to implode inward more efficiently after disabling the core supports.
They used a flammable plaster instead of concrete which created the superheated dust
clouds. 9/11 was a bio-chemical attack on the American people and that is why more
than 3000 FEMA members were in New York City two days before 9/11 in preparation
which further shows their premeditation.
On 9/11 Frederick Whitten Peters was Secretary of the United States Air Force and was
educated at Harvard University and the London School of Economics. Rome’s Jesuits
and Vatican knights along with Freemasons and British Crown knights orchestrated
9/11 and used the Italian Mafia’s control over the Port Authority along with the London
connected AMEC Construction to ship out the gold and deliver it to London.
It helps to understand that the Jesuits and Freemasons are at the center of
orchestrating and carrying out events like 9/11, they are “global” secret societies in
scope, yet the higher ranking operatives encompass a pyramid structured organization
which draws in elements from any of the countries where they play a dominate role in a
country like the UK, Vatican, Israel, or the U.S. If they need finances, they have access
to the Rothschild’s vast treasuries.
If they need special military or technical
requirements they can draw upon the U.S. or UK organizations. It has been a historical
fact that one does not rise in the U.S. military to the officer grade of O-6 or higher unless
they are a brother in the Masonic Lodge. All of these organizations worship Satan.
There is a small book, entitled ‘Project Vatican’ that outlines the Vatican plan to restore
the Americas to the control of Rome. It is referred to as the “Blueprint for the
Restoration of the Global Kingdom of Jesus Christ.” It is based upon 5 phases, and
dates to 1854, in a private revelation of Sophie Prouvier on the devotion to the
Eucharistic Heart of Jesus, the same year of the proclamation of the doctrine of the
Immaculate Conception of Mary. It is this plan that the Jesuits of the world are devoted
to bring into being.
The Vatican has issued a little known booklet for their private eyes only called ‘Project
Vatican.’ The internal document is a blueprint for the “restoration of the global kingdom
of Jesus Christ in the third millennium.” Contained within the booklet is also the
Vatican’s plan for the domination of America, listing their goals and true evil purposes.
Although the booklet has been kept from prying eyes, Brother R.G. Stair of ‘The
Overcomer Ministry’ has obtained a copy. The document was forwarded to Stair by
Brother Mark Hodgson in October 2006. “This is a revealing document of the Vatican’s
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true purposes,” said Brother Stair on his web site. “Project Vatican is dedicated to the
restoration of the Global Kingdom of Jesus Christ in the third millennium.”
The Vatican blueprint of world domination has a five-prong approach, including:
1. The Jesuit infiltration of the English colonies on the North American continent.
2. Jesuit control of Christian schools and universities.
3. Roman Catholic Control exercised through Vatican operatives in the United States
military, judiciary and media.
4. The weakening of the U.S. military, both in strength and resolve, in preparation for
the Vatican-led One World Government.
5. Total control of all institutions and resources on earth, including political, military,
economic, educational systems for the purpose of ensuring global peace, prosperity and
order.
“Phase 1 through Phase IV have taken 523 years to complete and at the dawn of the
third millennium is poised to launch Phase V. This will necessitate cooperation of the
citizens of every nation on the planet on a massive scale and in previously untested
numbers,” said the Vatican writers’ introduction to Project Vatican.
The writers of the 18 page booklet dedicated their efforts to Phase V, saying strategies
have been in full effect albeit for varying lengths of time. Further, they claimed the
execution of their first strategy of Phase V began more than 150 years ago, the strategy
being listed as,
“Devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus and to the Immaculate Heart of Mary through
the perpetuation of visions, miracles and revelations.”
Other strategies under the Vatican’s Phase V for world domination include:
• Dilution of the eschatological models of Biblical prophecy.
• The alignment of the homosexual agenda with religious and racial equality,
guaranteeing a support base sufficient in number to Biblical Christian fundamentalism
into the category of “hate speech.”
In the core section of this point, Vatican writers reveal how they plan to obtain loyalty to
the Pope, saying,
“The Protestants’ lack of a governing authority has resulted in a sheep-like obedience to
civil governments. Such social compliance, coupled with capitalistic greed has made
Christian fundamentalists extremely vulnerable to social engineering.”
• International monopolistic control of all financial institutions and transactions. This
began January 1, 1993 with the creation of the European Roman Empire (ERE). Visa
Corporation is poised to label every citizen with identifying barcode technology.
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Regarding the global financial takeover and VISA, Arctic Beacon reader Greg Colon
added:
◦ “Brethren are you aware about the Visa card? Info source Project: Vatican
VI - Roman numeral = 6
S - Egyptian symbol = 6 = we perish = anyone who takes the mark on hand or forehead
A - Sanskrit = 6
“There is a long story to how this info originally came into my hands. What happened
was one of the residents on my property asked me to hang a picture for her but it had to
be on my time not the companies. She showed me a picture of what is known in
Catholic circles as the sacred heart of Jesus and Mary. She was told that she would
have info in black and white in her hands by Monday explaining that it is the heart of
Baal not Jesus.”
“This happened on Friday afternoon and that night by the leading of the Holy Spirit
according to Psalm 32: 8 the information on Project: Vatican was in my hands. The
original source is not available any longer. This one was just furnished by the Holy
Spirit. We have to lift Jesus even higher in these last days for he will draw all men unto
himself.. 888 = Jesus, greater is he that is in me than he that is in the world = 666 This
is a short version of the incident but it needs to shared now.”
• The global Eucharistic community, meaning with rampant materialism, environmental
destruction and military instability of the capitalist systems, the Vatican backed Roman
Catholic Ecumenical Assemblies (RCEA) will be in the position to compel international
compliance to Eucharistic adoration and communion… The Global Eucharistic
Community (GEC) was formally invoked by the Vatican on Dec. 31 1999, which will
preside over the WTO, the GEC and RCEA.
The last section tells Vatican loyalists what they can do in order to speed-up Rome’s
plans, adding,
“Attend non-Catholic churches that are not yet RCEA affiliates for the purpose of
encouraging their ministries to join the RCEA. Make audio recordings of their responses
and deliver these recordings to your RCEA representative. Report all statements by
non-Catholics of a racially-biased, homophobic or anti Catholic nature to your RCEA
representative."
“Mystery, Babylon the Great” has a deep Zionist connection as well. I have
discussed that part of the crimes of 9/11. It is important that we understand the tight
relationship between the Jesuit-Vatican and the Zionist Rothschild’s. Money and power
are their aphrodisiacs, and they both worship Satan! P.D. Stuart’s book ‘Codeword
Barbelon’ is extremely important reading on how these partners in crime rule the world!
There is so much more for later but I need to get back to 5G in this picture.
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The 5G that began roll out in late 2019 is part of this massive “Depopulation” agenda to
destroy the United States. It is irrelevant as to whether you believe it or not, it will be a
reality. It is part of a larger scheme to reduce the world population by seven billion
people. It is a global plan for depopulation with an objective for national plausibility
denial, so that each major power can deny they have anything to do with it. It was part
of the 1992 UN Rio Treaty agenda for Sustainable Development and Agenda 21.
The scientific world has had a half-century, since 1972 in their quest to bring in coming
up with their ultimate dream of a “Silent Weapon for a Quiet War”. The patent below is
one of those elements in the larger picture that suggests a diabolical means by which
massive population extermination can occur with minimal harm to the infrastructure of a
nation. Collateral damage can be selectively targeted with the use of satellite weapons.
That was obvious with the Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) used in starting the
destructive fires in northern California by exploding “Smart” utility meters, from
Rothschild-owned Pacific Gas & Electric. Another coincidence!
As I was working on this segment of the “Depopulation” agenda, it was becoming
evident that I could not cover all of the many aspects so I am breaking this segment
here and will continue in Part 8 of this series.
Blessings,
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com
www.pastorbobreid.com
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22
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